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Introduction
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• Indonesia has many genres of music, two of them are dangdut and pop
music.

• Each genre of music has its own characteristics. For example, the key
characteristics of dangdut music is “cengkok” (dangdut vocal style).

• Singers with different genre backgrounds will produce different ways of
pronouncing song lyrics.

• In singing “Saat Terakhir” song by ST12, dangdut singers pronounce the word
/cinta/ as [cInta], while pop singers pronounce the word /cinta/ as [chIncha].

• No acoustic phonetic studies of songs have been carried out. The study of
acoustic phonetics has been applied to the speech phenomenon thus far.



Literature Review
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• Phonology

Katamba (1992: 1) defines phonology as one of the linguistic studies that studies,
discusses, and analyzes the sounds of language produced by the human speech organs.

• Phonetics

Marsono (2013: 1) states that phonetics is a science that investigates the formation of
language sounds based on frequency, intensity, timbre as air vibrations, and how the
sound is received by the ear.

• Acoustic Phonetics

Davenport and Hannahs (2005: 56) explain that acoustic phonetics do not only focus on
the physical properties of speech sounds, but also on the acoustic properties of
linguistically relevant speech sounds.



Method
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• Approach: This study used descriptive qualitative approach.

• Data: Data were taken from a song entitled “Saat Terakhir” by ST12.

• Data Source: Data source covered YouTube 3D Entertainment and
Trinity Optima Production channels.

• Data Collection: Data were collected by downloading, note-taking,
and listening techniques.

• Data analysis: Data were analyzed using acoustic phonetics theory.

• Data analysis instrument: Instrument used in the analysis is
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and Praat softwares.



Findings and DiscussionFPBS UPI

• Pronunciation

Dangdut singers: pronounce song lyrics in accordance with the rules of the sound.

Pop singers: Pronounce the sound of /t/ into [ch] and [th], and add aspirated sound of [h] on /c/,
/t/, and /d/ phonemes.

• Duration

Dangdut singers: Total singing duration was 42,067394 microseconds.

Pop singers: Total singing duration was 38,803268 microseconds.

• Tone frequency

Dangdut singers: The highest pitch was 533.2434584525848 Hz on the lyrics of ‘melihat’.

Pop singers: The highest pitch was 272.5434960153962 Hz on the lyrics of ‘inilah’.

• Voice intensity

Dangdut singers: The loudest voice was 85.0465823751295 dB on the lyrics of ‘seumur’.

Pop singers: The loudest voice was 86.16124255533789 dB on the lyrics of ‘jalan’.



Findings and DiscussionFPBS UPI

Based on the findings, dangdut singers tend to pronounce song lyrics
according to the sound rules of the language, while pop singers tend to
add aspirated sounds in the form of [h] to the [c], [t], and [d] phonemes
and pronounce the sound [t] into [ch] and [th]. The singing duration of
dangdut singer for "Saat Terakhir" song is longer than that of a pop singer
with a total duration of 42.067394 microseconds. It’s because dangdut
singers often use cengkok in singing. The tone frequency of dangdut
singers is much higher than that of pop singers with the highest tone
frequency of 533.2434584525848 Hz in the lyrics of 'melihat'. In contrast
to the tone frequency, the intensity or loudness of a pop singer's voice is
higher than that of a dangdut singer with the highest decibel scale of
86.16124255533789 dB in the lyrics of 'jalan'.



ConclusionFPBS UPI

Based on the findings and analysis, the researcher conclude that:

• Genre of music influences singers in singing, especially in the pronunciation 
of songs, duration, tone frequency, and voice intensity.

• The singing duration of dangdut singers is relatively longer because at the 
end of the lyrics they often insert cengkok.

• The tone frequency, the voice density of the dangdut singers is higher than 
that of a pop singer.

• The intensity and decibel scale of a pop singer's is greater than that of a 
dangdut singer.

• The high tone frequency (Hz) does not guarantee the high intensity or 
loudness of the sound (dB).
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